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Vicom Infinity is an IBM Premier Business Partner specializing in
high-availability solutions based on IBM Z mainframe servers and
Enterprise Storage with industry-leading expertise and experience
in a broad range of related hardware, software and services.
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also offer professional services and IT
architectural services, ranging from pre-
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sale assessment of legacy
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WHY CHOOSE VICOM INFINITY
n Unparalleled expertise in IBM Z and
related solutions, including storage,
networks, security, disaster recovery
and others
n Nearly two decades of account
experience and a management team with
experience that goes even deeper
n One of the nation’s Top Five IBM Premier
Business Partners for IBM Z
n Dedication to successful customer
engagements – each deployment is
unique and customized
n Delivering the power and performance of
the mainframe for critical next-generation
initiatives, including cloud computing, Big
Data, virtualization and mobility
n Part of a family of companies that together
represent the entire IBM Solution portfolio
n $2 million Innovation Center, including an
IBM Z and other leading-edge technology
n Winner of IBM Beacon Award for
Excellence in Delivering New IBM Z
Solutions for a Smarter Planet
n Co-sponsor with IBM of IBM Z Linux
Executive Customer Council
n Sponsor of IBM Z Councils, Linux on IBM
Z Councils, z/VM user groups and IBM Z
Academic Initiative Industry Roundtables
across the USA.
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specific customer. In particular, we are

Customer Council.

widely known and highly respected for

Here is what the independent analyst
firm Clabby Analytics says about us:

“

Vicom Infinity ‘gets it’
when it comes to delivering
workload-optimized
solutions to its customers.
What Vicom Infinity has
discovered is that there are
loads of net new business
out there that can be run on
a mainframe computer. And
the company’s focus on
determining which workloads
run best on a mainframe is
helping Vicom Infinity
capture that net new
business.
More IBM business partners
should model themselves
after Vicom Infinity.

“
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our expertise in optimizing legacy
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investments while introducing new

where the mainframe platform will

technologies and capabilities.
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every client's success.

others. The company is based in
Farmingdale, NY, with offices in New
York, Boston, Richmond, VA, Charlotte,

CONTACT US
To learn more on why to consider
Vicom Infinity please contact us at:
info@vicominfinity.com or 631-694-3900.
To learn more about Vicom Infinity, please visit
our website at VicomInfinity.com

